In this document, we provide the following information:
Supplementary material
In this document, we provide the following information:
• Table S1 reporting the list of metabolites identified in JBA spectra.
• Figure S1 showing the relationship between st and ct parameters.
• Figure S2 describing the steps of the JBA algorithm.
• Figure S3 showing the collinearity of adjacent spectral variables in spin-echo spectra.
• Instructions for how to implement the JBA algorithm in R. Table S1 . Metabolites identified in JBA spectra and assignment strategy.
Multiplicity nomenclature: singlet (s), doublet (d), triplet (t), quartet (q), multiplet (m), doublet of doublets (dd). Abbreviations: JRES, J-Resolved spectroscopy; SHY, statistical heterospectroscopy; STORM, statistical optimization by reference matching; GCMS, mass spectrometry coupled to gas chromatography; COSY correlation spectroscopy; TOCSY, total correlation spectroscopy; HSQC, heteronuclear single quantum coherence. Figure S1 . Selection of st and ct parameters. (A) The selection of the st value depends on the resolution of the raw spectra (i.e. number of data points covering the peak width). Selecting a supraoptimal st value (e.g. st = 10) may lead to the exclusion of low-intensity metabolic peaks close to the baseline. (B) Relationship between st and ct values, where the color indicates the number of clusters generated with each set of parameters. For each st value, the ct value was established by comparing the correlation of st adjacent variables in a spectral region dominated by metabolic signals with a spectral region corresponding to pure electronic noise, and selecting the correlation coefficient where the cumulative proportion of noise clusters is 1. Each point in this cumulative frequency graph corresponds to the total number of clusters whose correlation coefficient (r) is less than or equal to a given level. The grey curve corresponds to clusters generated in the spectral region δ 9.72-9.99, while the blue curve corresponds to clusters generated in the spectral region δ 3.50-3.97. To remove the package use: remove.packages("MWASTools") and restart R.
Get started
# Under R, and after having installed MWASTools, load the package using:
library(MWASTools) # MWASTools contains three JBA-related functions: "JBA_binning()", "JBA_corDistribution()", and "JBA_plotBins()". To get help with any of these functions (e.g. "JBA_binning()") use the "help()" function as shown below:
help("JBA_binning")
Implementation
To illustrate how to use the JBA-related functions from MWASTools, we use the pJRES 1 H NMR dataset from (https://github.com/AndreaRMICL/NMR_Metabonomics_data). After saving the file "JBA_NMR_data.csv" in the working directory, we import it in R as shown below:
## Import NMR data NMR_data <-as.matrix(read.csv("JBA_NMR_data.csv", header = TRUE, row.names = 1,
check.names = FALSE))
Set ct and st values Before running the "JBA_binning()" function we need to decide the value of the two key parameters of the JBA algorithm: ct and st. Given the resolution of the raw pJRES 1 H NMR spectra (see Fig. S1A ), we set st (i.e. minimum bin size) to 4. In order to establish the value of ct, we use the function "JBA_corDistribution()", which compares the degree of collinearity between adjacent variables in a spectral region dominated by metabolic signals (e.g. δ 3.50-3.96), and a spectral region dominated by noise (e.g. δ 9.72-9.99). Based on the output of this function, we set ct to 0.83376. [1] "Suggested ct value: 0.83376"
Apply JBA Next, we apply the JBA algorithm to our pJRES spectra using the "JBA_binning()" function. As described in the reference manual, the output of "JBA_binning()" is a list containing the JBAbinned profiles, as well as information about the JBA clusters (e.g. cluster edges). 
